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Step by step, the heavenly tribal messiah activities in Nepal are bearing fruit. I served in Nepal as a Cheon 

Il Guk youth missionary for a year from December 2013. It was a privilege and pleasure to welcome True 

Mother to the land I served in. I learned about the Nepal Summit in early October last year. When I 

received a request to participate, I could not give an immediate response. To be honest, I was against the 

idea. 

 

I went through both joys and sorrows during my mission in Nepal, but what I remember most clearly was 

the experience of getting stuck in an inner struggle over a colleague. Even after I straightened myself out, 

I could not devote myself entirely to missionary activities. I had this sense of failure over returning to 

Japan without overcoming that struggle. This made me associate my guilt with Nepal. "I cannot attend the 

summit just because I was a missionary. I'm not worthy." Thoughts of this type kept spinning in my mind. 

 

I could not make up my mind until the last moment. But one day, I had the chance to tell the Youth 

Department leader that I was being asked to participate in the Nepal Summit. With shining eyes, the 

leader responded immediately, "You must go! I'd go if I were you!" This made me give it further thought. 

I thought to myself, "This is not the time to judge things through my personal feelings. My ancestors and 

descendants will grieve if I miss out on the chance to meet True Parents in person. I must attend this 

summit and connect its heavenly blessing and fortune to Japan." After I made up my mind, the spirit 

world helped me in preparing my travel expenses and other things. In the end, I was able to set off for 

Nepal. 

 



 

 

 
 

Our mission's contribution 

 

I arrived at the Hyatt Regency-Kathmandu on December 1. Not only members from Nepal but also 

leaders, students and other young people from abroad were there. I was able to see again the missionaries 

and the Nepalese members I had met in Nepal during my mission, and we caught up on one another's 

lives. I could feel that everyone offered sincere devotion for the summit. The members who had seemed 

young and immature back then had grown up to be so trustworthy. I thought to myself, "I served in Nepal 

with these members. Even if I may not have done a perfect job, the fact that I worked with them remains." 

In that moment, I realized that God understood my pain. He was trying to liberate me from that pain and 

push me forward by calling me to Nepal again. 

 

When I was in Nepal as a missionary, the target for witnessing and blessing were general citizens. The 

target for this summit, however, was city mayors. When I thought about how much sincere devotion 

many people had invested for Nepal to develop to this level, I felt for certain that the spirit world was 

working rapidly. That was when I heard True Mother say in her speech, "The people of Nepal have at last 

become the people whom God could embrace." Being reminded of God's painful heart and that endless 

love that comes to us from God, who has been longing to embrace humanity for six thousand years, I was 

thrilled throughout my soul. 

 

Throughout the summit, I was amazed by the peoples' cohesiveness. That everyone has invested sincere 

devotion with the heart of hyo jeong to make True Mother happy centering on Rev. Chang Shik Yang was 

obvious. Moreover, an 835-couple blessing of mayors or vice-mayors and their spouses did not suddenly 

happen but was a result of the heavenly tribal messiah activities that members have been carrying out 

constantly since long ago, even before the Cheon Il Guk Missionaries started serving in Nepal. I pray that 

Nepal will continue to develop as a heavenly nation. 

 


